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wenulis follows : 1s : problem (obviously the most important one :) 2nd probina 15 Jr.n prodlea 10 prosle 3 156 MIE
GRAVITY ( I - light f - 422.7 kg * l - 5.2 m / s - 6.35 m / in 2 ) MOOD ( I ) FOR AMERICAN SCHOOL, OR THE
BEGINNING OF THE GAME Under this heading in the newspaper "Russian Thought" (Paris. August 2, 1981) an article was
published by the writer M. Ivanov-Razumnik (pseudonym Viktor Zhuk According to it, one can roughly reconstruct the
content of this novel. In "Forest Thicket" the forester Mokeev with his wife Praskovya Yakovlevna (played by the beloved
writer Irina Odoevtseva) in the summer of 1939, at the time of the White Polars, comes to the recently occupied Kiev (it is
unlikely that the author invented this plot) He is found by NKVD Major Kirill Sergeevich Sergeyen, who, taking the name of
his old friend and countryman, begins his research.Arriving in the village, he discovers that other residents have also been
evacuated - probably out of fear of the Bolsheviks and the NKVD. with a fugitive from Moscow a member of the local NKVD
and receives from him important information about bandits and punishers who are destroying peasants and Soviet activists. He
returns to the station, where Praskovya Yakovlevna and her sister, the forest watchman, are waiting for him, waiting for the
military echelons. The heroes learn about the arrival of the Germans and their treacherous attack on Kyiv. Mokeev manages to
escape from the city and hide in the forest. But the locals, knowing his past, dress him up in Russian men's clothing and put on
make-up. He begins to live in the zaimka, to hunt. Villages and cities in the German rear are safe for him. Kirill Sergeevich
arranges lunches and dinners for him in a restaurant, but is not interested in Mokeev. Mokievna, the heroine of the novel, his
mistress, tells him about his own son, the forester (v. 17) Anatoly (that is, Anatoly Sergeevich Mokeev), who lives in Moscow
and helps the partisans. Only occasionally does he come here to hunt and scout the situation.She and her sister have another
son, Sasha (her complete opposite, a boy of 6), who goes to school in Moscow. Alexander is sent to a camp where o
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